THE LAW OF FOCUS
We are deluding ourselves when we focus on the bad. A negative
focus is self-deluding.
When we focus on the negative it empowers it. When we focus on
the negative, darkness flows into us and minister’s deception, life
becomes hard.
Focus must always empower, it is a spiritual law, the law of focus.
What we focus upon captures our heart and claims our attention. Focus
has no preference of its own; it is our will that determines our focus.
Our focus is determined by the inclination of our heart, it is a tendency
that we have developed.
Desire can determine our focus. When our desire becomes strong
enough, then we can set our heart upon that desire.
Once our spirit becomes alive unto the lord, then being filled with
the Spirit becomes a matter of focus. It is through our focus that we
drink of the Lord.
Through the law of desire, honor and focus we can learn how to
be continually filled with the Spirit of the Lord.
No one is born a negative person, always expecting the worst to
happen. It is a learned behavior that we have to unlearn. Our soul has
been conditioned from the outside in. We have learned how to
murmur, grumble and complain through our focus upon the
circumstances outside of us.
Now we are learning Christ, learning how to be transformed from
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the inside out, learning how to be filled with the Spirit, so that the life
of God flows through us and has an impact on the things outside of us.
Through the life of God strengthening our spirit, we can change
our perceptions through the revelation of God’s thoughts. Our mind is
always renewed by the life flow of the Spirit.
2 corn 3: 18But we all, with open (to unveil ) face (1-motion
towards 2- the eye ) beholding as in a glass (continuous action, to
mirror, to present a clear and correct image of, beholding the glory of
the lord reflected ) of the Lord, are changed (occurring now, 1- withdenoting change of place or condition- 2-to form, to change into
another form, it is a change of life form-from a natural life form into a
spiritual life form)(transform- to change somebody completely, convert
to different energy) into the same image (root-to be like, a prototype)
from glory (essence-“identifying nature-the quality or nature of
something that identifies it or makes it what it is” of God) to glory
(what Jesus is), even as ( just as) by the Spirit of the Lord.
Transformation means with-to form. Repent means with-to think.
Transformation starts with repentance. As our spirit joins to the lord,
God grants repentance. Through contact with the Spirit of God, his
thoughts flow into us so that we see through his perspective. As this
becomes our focus, our mindset, we are formed into that image.
Together with God to think, together with God to form, we are
transformed by the renewing of our mind. The life of God flows into the
revelation gate of our spirit, into the mind gate of our soul, and as we
think in our heart so we become.
Transformation is living by a new life source, to convert to a
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different energy, living by the abilities of the Lord.
As the life of God flows into our mind we are no longer made
disillusioned by our circumstances or negative experiences. We can
exchange all negative thinking through our focus and connection with
the Lord. We are never more than a step or two away from a
transformed way of living, walking according to the Spirit and no longer
according to the flesh.
It is the object of our focus that has the most power over our
lives. When we focus on the negative, we allow its power into our lives.
It shapes us by stealing our joy, and rendering us powerless over the
circumstances of life.
When we set our mind on heavenly things through our focus on
the Lord, the life and peace of the Lord flow into us. The mind set on
the Spirit is life and peace. A mindset cannot be changed; it must be
replaced.
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